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▪ This new collection is very special, 
it contains some varieties which 
are very hard to obtain. It ‘s the 
result of crossing many species 
together, and the seeds were 
99.99% sterile and do not 
germinate ,from the  tiny amount 
of fertile seeds, some were 
rejected and some were selected, 
so imagine the hard work and 
patience . It took me many years 
to make this catalog .It’s a unique 
selection , I wish you enjoy it!!



‘SRG’s Lavender Squeeze’ – IS-

A beautiful variety with 
the size of a speciosa 
but the flowers looks 
like a mini shape and 
are very big.

It’s very attractive with 
this blue lavender color 
and center.

Mega bloomer and 
re-bloomer !!

Price : 7 Euros /pc



‘SRG’s Sigun ‘

A beauty with 2 colors 
on the 
petals,sometimes 
simple other time full 
double.

it's a new member 
among my doubles 
which i adore.

very generous and 
compact.

Price : 7 Euros /pc



‘SRG’s Capri ‘

So beautiful ,the 2 
upper petals are intense 
blue and the 2 lower are 
completely white with a 
blue edge (will take  
another pic)

It seduces any collector 
by the heavy blooming 
display and compact 
size.

Price : 7 Euros /pc



‘SRG’s Sigun ‘

A beauty with 2 colors 
on the 
petals,sometimes 
simple other time full 
double.

it's a new member 
among my doubles 
which i adore.

very generous and 
compact.

Price 7 Euros/pc



‘SRG’s Leia ‘

here is a stunning red 
magenta or totally red 
in spring, autumn and 
winter.Elegant superb 
double blooms.The 
plant is also very 
compact,easy to grow 
and to flower.

Nobody can resists 
when he will see the 
display it makes.

Price 7 Euros /pc



‘SRG’s Sachsa ‘

wowwww, this mini is 
amazing , makes tons of 
flowers and lots of 
flowering suckers.Can 
make amazing trailing 
display.

it's so cute.

Price :7 Euros/pc



‘SRG’s Sachsa’-another look-

wowwww, this mini is 
amazing , makes tons of 
flowers and lots of 
flowering suckers.Can 
make amazing trailing 
display.

it's so cute.

Price 7 Euros /pc



SRG’s Evangeline ‘
- IS-
I-S-Hybrid

A new hybrid with big 
flowers , the size of the 
flower and plant is 
between a spesiosa and 
a mini.The magenta 
blooms give a beautiful 
display because it 's a 
mega bloomer.

all the sinningias in this 
collection are hard to 
get and very rare !!

Price 7 Euros /pc



‘SRG’s Cardinal ‘

I have been waiting for 
a long time this hybrid 
to appear , a real red 
and white full double 
blooms. It's a delight for 
the heart and 
soul.Thanks God for 
giving me such a 
splendor !!

I got another red double 
one 'SRG's Saga' which 
will be ready for next 
year.

Price 7Euros /pc



‘SRG’S Purple Marvel’ –IS-

I-S -Hybrid

this is a rare piece!! If i 
will repeat the same 
crosses i would never 
get it again!!

huge blooms on mini 
size plant,. it hits the 
record in blooming.No 
sinningia can bloom 
faster like this!!

Remember a rare 
piece!!

Price : 7 Euros /pc



‘SRG’s Third Eye ‘

Here is a new variety of 
sinningia with a 
stunning red cherry eye 
in the center of yellow 
creamy background.I 
was shocked when it 
opened ,it continues on 
blooming and 
re-blooming until you 
get bored:)
foliage is light green. A 
new one will be 
launched next year with 
very dark foliage.

Price : 7 Euros /pc



‘SRG’s Joshua Mattew ‘ –IS-

I-S-Hybrid

A very tiny IS hybrid, 
very small leaves and 
plant with tiny 
proportional red 
flowers.

Very generous and very 
easy to grow and to 
make flowers.

Very suitable for small 
pots.

Amazing and unique!!

Price : 7 Euros /pc



‘ SRG’s Blue Lagoon’
-I.S-
This I-S hybrid is the 
result of crossing a mini 
with a sinningia, the 
result was amazing. the 
number of blooms is 
very big, it re-blooms all 
the time .The plant size 
is between a sinningia 
and a mini.

an eye catcher ,it 
attracts the attention 
very easily.

Price 7 Euros /pc



‘SRG’s Spirit Riser ‘

I-S-Hybrid

This pink with a slight 
hint of salmon rises 
your spirit to the sky.

Across between a mini 
and speciosa.

very heavy bloomer, 
and makes lots of 
suckers which bloom 
also making it ideal for a 
hanging pot.

hard to get really!!

Price 7 Euros /pc



‘ SRG’s Frozen Mind ‘

what about this? the 
photo will tell.

i have never seen such 
combination.

a TREASURE!!!

Price 7Euros /pc



‘SRG’s Darkness Glow ‘

What about this, a very 
dark purple on a pink 
neck .A huge bloom 
which appears on a very 
compact plant.it's also 
an IS Hybrid, a result of 
crossing a speciosa with 
a mini.99,99% of the 
seeds were unable to 
germinate, among 
those I have selected 
few hybrids in the 
collection, imagine the 
patience, and the luck.

Price 7 Euros /pc



‘SRG’s Michael Riley’
-I.S-
and this tiny I-S one 
with big pink blooms 
inherited from a 
speciosa is also a rare 
piece in any collection. 
The effort to get it was 
tremendous, it deserves 
a special place in any 
collection.
dedicated to my friend 
Michael Riley.

Price : 7 Euros /pc



‘SRG’s Haute Couture ‘

Wow !!i am not 
interested about the 
beauty of the blooms, i 
selected this one for the 
abundant flowers which 
this variety can make 
easily and quickly.

it's a masterpiece and 
very elegant.

Price : 7 Euros /pc



‘SRG’s Regina Maria ‘

A very sweet one .Easy 
to bloom and very 
generous. I only select 
this type of sinningias 
after those 2 
parameters .

the size is medium , 
smaller than a 
speciosa.Make lots of 
blooms easily.The colors 
are superb!!

a must have

Price 7 Euros /pc



 ‘ SRG’s My Way ‘

A new masterpiece !! a 
miniature double big 
trumps which blooms 
tremendously.Very 
compact and easy to 
grow.
it's an I-S hybrids 
(means that is the result 
of 2 sinningias species) 
very hard to get from 
thousands of sterile 
seeds.
A must have really!!!

Price 7 Euros /pc



‘SRG’s My Way ‘

A new masterpiece !! a 
miniature double big 
trumps which blooms 
tremendously.Very 
compact and easy to 
grow.
it's an I-S hybrids 
(means that is the result 
of 2 sinningias species) 
very hard to get from 
thousands of sterile 
seeds.
A must have really!!!

Price : 7 Euros /pc



‘SRG’s Sprit Riser ‘

I-S-Hybrid

This pink with a slight 
hint of salmon rises 
your spirit to the sky.

Across between a mini 
and speciosa.

very heavy bloomer, 
and makes lots of 
suckers which bloom 
also making it ideal for a 
hanging pot.

hard to get really!!

Price : 7 Euros /pc



‘SRG’s Gourmet ‘

I-S -hybrid

Everybody liked SRG's 
AGNES', Here is a 
smaller one with the 
same colors.A hybrid 
from a mini and Agnes 
which gave a mini size 
plant with big amazing 
bloom.

A miracle!!!

Price 7 Euros /Pc


